An automatic player detection method based on fuzzy decision making one-class SVM is proposed. Detection results of statistical classifier player detection methods are better than rule based player detection methods. However, manually labelled training samples are used in these statistical classifiers based player detection methods. Thus, cost is very important. To resolve this problem, we propose an instinctive player detection method using fuzzy decision making one-class SVM and automatically collected player samples. In this method, one-class SVM (OCSVM) is introduced to train the player detector by drawing lessons from the human object category classification mechanism. Additionally, decision function of OCSVM is improved by dividing the decision value dynamically using the fuzzy decision method, which is able to reduce the detection error caused by the insufficient representativeness of the automatically collected training samples. Finally, a set of criteria is introduced to obtain the training samples automatically, and player detection experiments are performed on these training samples using FD-OCSVM. Experiments show that better detection results are obtained using the proposed method in the scenario of using automatically collected training samples, which improves the automatic degree of player detection.
Introduction
The player is one of the main semantic objects in football videos and has an inseparable relationship with content analysis tasks regarding football tracking. Thus, the player detection is an indispensable partition of football video content analysis. By referring to research achievements by object detection method, scholars have proposed player detection methods based on statistical classifier [4] . In order to achieve the ideal detection result, such methods need to mark manually training sample sets, which will cause big expenses. Therefore, how to choose classifier and optimize/improve the automation degree of player detection has become an urgent problem in the field.
Player detection belongs to the issue of object type recognition, which is one of basic functions of the human visual cognitive system. By means of technical manners like neuroimaging, Kanwisher et al. revealed that the human high level visual cortex contains a limited number of class information processing zones, which are respectively responsible for the recognition of specific objects. Further studies indicated that those information processing zones oriented to a specific object class have certain closure property; that is, class information processing specific regions only deal with preferred stimuli with specified characterization, almost indifferent to non-preferred stimuli [9, 10] . That is the specificity principle of class information processing zones in the visual system. It is the mechanism that guarantees that human beings recognize rapidly and precisely object classes such as human faces and human bodies [7] .
Inspired by the specificity principle of human object class identification, this paper chooses one class support vector machine (OCSVM) to target player physical characteristic modeling and train the player detector, reducing the influence of complicated and changing non-player patterns on the training procedure. To increase detection performance, the paper analyzes the offset feature of OCSVM decision hyper-plane in the case of automatic acquisition of training samples; with the use of the fuzzy partition rule to optimize the decision function of original one class support vector machine, this paper presents the detection method based on fuzzy decision one class support vector machine (FD-OCSVM), enhancing player detection effectiveness in the situation of automatically-obtained training samples.
Analysis of player detection problem and proposal of FD-OCSVM
Drawing lessons from general object detection approaches, researchers analyzing football video content analyses propose a few detection approaches based on statistical classifier. Of them, the method based on two class support vector machine (TCSVM) [11, 2] and the one based on Adaboost are representative [6, 12] . From the perspective of selection of classifier, those methods employ two kinds of classifier. The aim of training is to divide samples into two classes according to similarity of feature space. When data of two classes each have bigger intra-class similarity, two kinds of classifier can reach favorable classifying effect. For player detection, players have clear meaning and good within-class similarity, but non-player objects are not clearly defined with bad intra-class similarity. For training classifier, negative class samples (non-player object) are chosen randomly from the background [1] . The classifying performance of two classes of classifier acquired through the training of randomly selected samples will be somewhat affected.
The introduction of OCSVM can eliminate interference of messy non-player samples on the training, more in line with the requirement of automatic player detection. However, classical OCSVM method performs training through manual annotation of the training sample set. In order to realize the objective of automatic player detection, it is necessary to analyze the training and classifying process of OCSVM; then, based on features of automatic obtainment of training sample set, optimize the classifying process of OCSVM to get better player detection results [8, 5, 3] .
In principle, the training process of OCSVM involves mapping training sample to position as far as possible from the original point in order to obtain the smallest hyper-plane boundary of a given training sample in the inter product space. For the feature space U of player sample, mark player training sample set 
According to the duality problem of Lagrange's theorem (1):
The two optimization problems of the Formula 2 can be used to determine the nonzero Lagrange multipliers i a and support vector i s . Thus, the OCSVM decision function * () du can be expressed as:
Classical OCSVM method uses the sign(·) function to determine the class of testing data. When training data are of sufficient quantity and good representation, the decision function can effectively predict testing data class. However, in player detection, the player training sample set, which is automatically obtained, can hardly meet the ideal condition. Training sample sets which are acquired automatically may have various problems, such as insufficiency, limited representation, and noise. If the acquired detector is trained with those training samples, the decision hyper-plane would deviate from its true classification hyper-plane. On that regard, fixed sign function utilized for decision-making will lead to wrong classification of partial testing sample; hence, this situation would appear in Equation 4:
To conclude from above, training sample sets which are automatically obtained in player detection do not meet conditions like sufficient number and good representation and may cause offset of OCSVM decision hyper-plane. Since fixed sign(·) function is unable to address flexibly the offset of decision hyper-plane, applying the decision function will result in wrong class division of decision values around classification hyper-plane.
Automatic acquisition of training set

Partial difference criterion
In terms of material, play court consists of lawns. Thus, the field region must resemble color distribution. After converting to a grayscale image, pixels of play court generally have a consistent grayscale distribution. Meanwhile, for ornamental value, colors of other objects in the court, such as those of marking lines, the football and the players, differ largely from that of court pixels. Therefore, certain partial differences exist between the gray value of a player in the green field and that of background pixels, which are presented in Figure 1 . Comparatively, foreground objects in the court have higher or lower grayscale value, with bigger partial differences. In this case, we regard partial difference of pixels as a criterion for foreground object detection. Based on the above analysis, this paper utilizes the filter in Equation 5 to reflect that part difference between objects and background in the court.
After convolution of Figure 1 by means of the filter, we get the image in Figure 2 , where a) region and b) region belong respectively to the foreground object and background pixel area. Through in-depth observation, we note that the lower position of Partial difference criterion strengthens the difference between object pixel and background pixel. With segmentation of intensified image by appropriate threshold, we can first separate foreground object area of the court. If the variance is bigger between the foreground object area and the background region after separation, then the difference between them becomes bigger and wrong classification will happen less frequently. According to this principle, this paper chooses the criterion of maximum between-cluster to determine dividing threshold between court object pixel and background pixel after filtering. In order to avoid leak detection of foreground object area in the court, the paper binarizes the solution in 
The use of Formula 3 to obtain the value of the two imaginary examples is demonstrated in Figure 3 . Careful observation of the map shows that the site area of the two-value image for the black area and the site of the foreground objects, especially the players, are almost all in the foreground area. This phenomenon shows the validity of the object detection method. 
Shape criterion
There is a significant difference in the shape of the individual players in the two-value image. Based on this difference, this paper distinguishes the players and other objects in the foreground objects by a set of shape rules. For ease of expression, w is the width of the region to be detected, h is the height of the area to be detected, w  is the width threshold of regional players, and h  is highly threshold regional players, area is the number of pixels to be detected. asp  is detection area aspect ratio, and min  and max  are area maximum and minimum values.
On the basis of this, the following shape criteria are defined:
 is the regional players should have a certain width value,
 is the regional players should have a certain height, (3) w < h, the width of the player area is greater than the height, . The player area detected by the above criterion is shown in Figure 4 .
Observing the figure carefully. We find that the set of rules can effectively detect independent player area. When a player is overlapping with other objects in the play court, its shape attribute will undergo big changes, thus missing the detection of the player. Overall, the method based on shape rule can detect a player who is not overlapping with other objects in the image.
Color criterion
The color of referee's clothing is very different from the color of player's clothing. In addition, the color of the player's clothing and the color of other objects in the field also have obvious differences. Therefore, color is one of the most important features in the players' area. Generally speaking, there are three main types of color in the field, and they belong to the two teams and the referees. In terms of quantity, the number of referees is far less than the number of players. Based on this analysis, the potential players in the field should meet the following criteria:
Based on the above criteria, this paper designs a method of selecting players based on color clustering. This method uses the differences in the colors of the players, divided into three categories of candidates in the sample: the team's players in the team, the team of two players, and the referees (including other objects). In this paper, the least number of results is classified as non-player objects and removed from the player samples.
Feature extraction is the premise of the division of the sample. In this paper, we use the HSV color histogram as the color feature of the cluster analysis:
1. The region rgb I is to be analyzed from RGB (Red-Green-Blue) color space into HSV (Hue-Saturation-Value) color space, denoted as hsv I . According to the characteristics of the data distribution in the feature space, we use the Gauss mixture model (GMM) to estimate the distribution of the samples in the feature space. It is shown in Figure 5 .
The color histogram is extracted on the three components of
In general, GMM is maximized by the Expectation Maximization (EM) method to estimate the parameters of the model. But the EM method is sensitive to the initial value. In order to reduce this sensitivity, this paper adopts multiple clustering method to obtain the stable parameter estimation. The main process is described in algorithm 1. 
Player detection based on FD-OCSVM
With training sample sets, it is possible to train OCSVM in order to get player detector. To detect candidate player region in one image, we can use the OCSVM detector acquired through training, i.e. we can obtain decision value collection in the candidate area. For convenience of analysis, we conduct range normalization of the decision value * () fu of the same one frame image as per Formula 8. It is known from Figure 6 that range normalization does not affect the relative size of decisive value. Same as before normalization, the decision value after normalization is bigger, so that relative sample is highly similar with player.
Manually constructed training sample set is chosen with more attention, containing training sample with abundant classes of better representation. Accordingly, the detector that completed training of such a training sample set has favorable generalizing ability. However, it requires huge man overheads to construct such a training sample set. Thus, the method of human constructing training sample is not practical. The paper presents a method which obtains the training sample set automatically. The method can greatly decrease the constructing cost of the training sample set and boost the practicability of player detection method. This is why we will use the training sample set acquired automatically to train player detector. Comparatively speaking, a training sample set acquired automatically is of bad representation. The training process of the proposed OCSVM is to find out a compact classification hyper-plane which includes target class samples. If training sample set is collected automatically, some pending players may differ from the used training sample. In the classification space of OCSVM, those players' relative data points maybe deviate from decision hyper-plane acquired through training. In order to avoid the error, this paper proposes FD-OCSVM to detect players.
According to Equation 5 , the optimal division of FD-OCSVM is completed by FCM algorithm. Suppose the decision value given by OCSVM is composed of three parts: player, non-player and the gray region between them. From that, this paper takes advantage of the FCM algorithm which includes three components. Of them, the typical value of non-player, gray area and player center value is respectively 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. Finally, this paper initializes membership matrix of FCM by following the method described in Equation 9. Figure 7 . It can be found that the higher the decision value, the higher the level of the players.
In the above condition after initialization, after clustering by FCM algorithm, we can get membership value of all pending player areas to the three classes. Defining , ik U as the membership value of the i x pixel area to the kth cluster, then the condition that the pixel region belongs to the player is defined as:
,3
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Experimental Analysis and Results
A statistical classifier based on player detection method requires a certain number of player samples to verify its detection performance. This paper uses a sample of about 8000 players to test video images from more than 770 frames. In order to test the applicability of the method, four different game videos were used in the experiment, including 287 frames, 147 frames, 200 frames and 174 frames. Radio and TV game videos used in this experiment are from the 2014 World Cup, more specifically from games between South Africa and Mexico, Japan and Cameroon, Italy and Paraguay, and New Zealand and Slovakia. There are some differences in the background color of the selected game video in order to test the universality of the proposed method. At the same time, there are some similarities between the color and shape of the white football and the players in the white ball.
Therefore, the selection of the video game also includes the white ball players and the rapid movement caused by the vertical white football drag at the same time the situation. In order to facilitate processing, the resolution of the images used in the experiments was adjusted to 720 * 404. At present, the player detection method based on statistical classifier is mainly based on TCSVM player detection method and player detection method based on Adaboost. Therefore, in this paper, the above two methods are used to compare the test results.
Visual contrasts of detection results by TCSVM and OCSVM
A few more missing players are found in the detection result by the TCSVM player detection method; for that reason, in TCSVM's training process both positive and negative training samples need to participate. The pattern of negative samples is chaotic and of bad intra-class similarity. Thus, when training sample set is of finite representation, the participation of negative samples brings down the classifying performance of TCSVM. Therefore, more wrong detection situations are found in the result. Less wrong detection is seen in the detection result by the OCSVM method, but missing detection of some players is also observed. This relates to the training process of OCSVM. OCSVM can obtain classification hyper-plane according to player sample which has better intra-class similarity and completes better modeling of player facade pattern in the training procedure, as to avoid interference by the chaotic patterns non-player samples. Under the circumstances of limited training sample set, it is possible to obtain better classification hyper-plane.
Basically, there are no wrong detections that occur in the detection result. However, constrained by the representativeness of the training sample, missing detection happens to the detection result by OCSVM method. Figure 8 a) shows examples of player detection results using FD-TCSVM player detecting method and FD-OCSVM player detecting method. 
Visual contrasts of detection results by FD-TCSVM and FD-OCSVM
Based on the principle of fuzzy division, we can improve decision function of OCSVM to get FD-OCSVM mentioned above. Based on a similar principle, we can improve the decision function of TCSVM. In order to compare the detection effect under similar conditions, we do similar improvements of TCSVM's decision function then compare player detection results by FD-TCSVM and FD-OCSVM. Examples of FD-TCSVM and FD-OCSVM test results are shown in Figure 9 .
After decision functions are improved, there is more false detection of the result by FD-TCSVM. Influenced by the chaotic patterns of non-player samples, and the limited training sample, TCSVM works in predicting the decision value of the testing sample. Thus, when the decision is made as per the relative size of decision value, i.e. the decision is made through fuzzy division criterion, partial non-player area is falsely detected as player area. Comparatively, less false detection is seen in the result by FD-OCSVM and leak detection problem is improved. The training process of OCSVM is interfered less by messy non-player patterns. Apparently, big differences exist between player area and non-player area in the decision value of OCSVM output. Thus, the introduction of the fuzzy division decision-making mechanism can overcome the declining detection performance as a result of bad representativeness of the training sample set. a) FD-TCSVM b) FD-OCSVM Figure 9 . Examples of player detection result using FD-TCSVM player detecting method and FD-OCSVM player detecting method
Instance of Adaboost Player detection results
Likewise, with the training sample set which is acquired automatically, the detection result by Adaboost has a higher number of falsely detected players, which are obviously worse than methods based on TCSVM and OCSVM. From the training course of classifier, Adaboost classifier has higher requirements for the training sample set. When the training sample set is less representative, e.g. in the case of a training sample set acquired automatically, Adaboost classifier can hardly get weak classifier collection with stronger differentiation, degrading its generalizing performance. In the same condition, SVM can more effectively achieve modeling of player samples within the training sample set, and its generalizing capability is superior to the Adaboost method. Therefore, in the use of training sample sets acquired automatically, SVM based player detection method demonstrates better performance than that based on Adaboost. Figure 10 is based on the test results of Adaboost Player detection example.
Conclusions
The problem of player detection in broadcasted soccer videos is studied. This paper presents a method of automatic player detection based on fuzzy decision support vector machine (FD-OCSVM). The existing method of player detection based on the system classifier needs to use the training set to train the player detector. In order to solve this problem, firstly, the method of player detection based on statistical classifier is analyzed. This paper summarizes the shortcomings of the existing player detection methods in classifier selection and training sample collection. According to the decision value to reflect the characteristics of the test sample and the optimization of the training sample similarity decision function of OCSVM, a kind of support vector machine and fuzzy decision were put forward, thus improving decision hyper-plane offset by optimizing decision function. The experimental results show that the proposed method achieves high detection accuracy while saving labor costs and improving the automation of the detection methods. 
